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ABSTRACT Four doubly spin-labeled variants of human carbonic anhydrase II and corresponding singly labeled variants
were prepared by site-directed spin labeling. The distances between the spin labels were obtained from continuous-wave
electron paramagnetic resonance spectra by analysis of the relative intensity of the half-field transition, Fourier deconvolution
of line-shape broadening, and computer simulation of line-shape changes. Distances also were determined by four-pulse
double electron-electron resonance. For each variant, at least two methods were applicable and reasonable agreement
between methods was obtained. Distances ranged from 7 to 24 Å. The doubly spin-labeled samples contained some singly
labeled protein due to incomplete labeling. The sensitivity of each of the distance determination methods to the non-
interacting component was compared.
INTRODUCTION
Recent advances in site-directed mutagenesis have opened
up exciting possibilities for studies of protein structure,
folding, and interactions. Cysteines can be introduced at
strategic locations in the protein, and attachment of a para-
magnetic spin label to the cysteine permits examination via
electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) (Hubbell and Alt-
enbach, 1994; Svensson et al., 1995; Hubbell et al., 1998;
Persson et al., 1999). The spin labels are small and have
been shown to have minimal effect on protein structure
(Mchaourab et al., 1996; Langen et al., 2000). EPR methods
have been developed to measure the dipolar interaction
between two spin labels and thereby determine the inter-
spin distance. Continuous-wave (CW) methods include ra-
tios of peak heights (Kokorin et al., 1972; Sun et al., 1999),
the relative intensity of the half-field transition (Eaton et al.,
1983a), Fourier deconvolution of dipolar broadening (Ra-
benstein and Shin, 1995), and computer simulation of line-
shapes (Hustedt et al., 1997). Although the dipole-dipole
interaction at distances longer than 20 Å is too small to
permit determination of distances from glassy CW spectra
with natural isotope-abundance spin labels, these smaller
interactions can be measured by pulsed EPR. Pulsed meth-
ods include double electron-electron resonance (DEER)
(Milov et al., 1981; Larsen and Singel, 1993; Martin et al.,
1998; Pannier et al., 2000), the 2  1 pulse sequence
(Raitsimring et al., 1992), and double-quantum EPR (Sax-
ena and Freed, 1997; Borbat and Freed, 1999).
Each of these methods has been calibrated with differ-
ent model systems. We seek to compare the distances
obtained by these techniques when applied to the well-
characterized protein, human carbonic anhydrase II
(HCA II), which has a molecular mass of 29.3 kDa (Fig.
1) (Eriksson et al., 1988; Håkansson et al., 1992; Hen-
derson et al., 1976). HCA II catalyzes the conversion of
CO2 to HCO3 in erythrocytes (Lindskog, 1997). It con-
sists of a dominating -sheet made up of 10 -strands
that contains a large hydrophobic cluster and the active
site, which is located in a cone-shaped cleft that protrudes
15 Å into the enzyme. Four double-cysteine HCA II
variants were constructed by site-directed mutagenesis:
N67C/C206 (HCAII67–206), V121C/C206 (HCAII121–206),
N67C/V121C/C206S (HCAII67–121), and I59C/A174C/
C206S (HCAII59–174), and were spin labeled. HCA II has
one naturally occurring cysteine in position 206
(HCAII206) (Fig. 1). In HCAII67–121, and HCAII59–174,
Cys-206 was replaced by a serine residue. The distance
between the -carbons of the wild-type residues at the
mutation sites ranges from 5 to 18 Å (Table 1). Corre-
sponding single-cysteine variants C206 (wild type,
HCAII206), N67C/C206S (HCAII67), and V121C/C206S
(HCAII121) also were prepared and spin labeled.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
The spin-label 1-oxyl-2,2,5,5-tetramethylpyrroline-3-methyl-methanethio-
sulfonate (MTSSL) was purchased from Toronto Research Chemicals
(North York, Ontario, Canada). Other chemicals were of reagent grade
from various commercial sources. Absorbance measurements for protein
concentration determinations were performed on a Beckman DU 640
single-beam spectrophotometer. Circular dichroism was measured on a
JASCO J-5000 spectropolarimeter.
Site-directed mutagenesis and protein isolation
Substitutions were introduced into the pACA vector (Nair et al., 1991)
containing the gene for human carbonic anhydrase II. The mutagenesis was
performed either by Kunkel mutagenesis (Kunkel et al., 1987) or with the
Quick-Change site-directed mutagenesis kit (Stratagene, La Jolla, CA). To
verify the mutations, DNA sequencing was performed by the
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dideoxynucleotide termination method (Sanger et al., 1977). HCA II and
variants thereof were expressed in Escherichia coli and were purified by
affinity chromatography, as described earlier (Mårtensson et al., 1993).
Spin labeling of HCA II variants
The attachment of spin labels was performed as described earlier (Lindgren
et al., 1993) with a few modifications. Briefly, 20 mg of protein was gently
stirred overnight at 37°C in a solution (12 ml) containing 0.1 M Tris-
H2SO4, pH 7.5 (at 37°C), 5 M guanidine hydrochloride (GuHCl), and a
10-fold molar excess of MTSSL over cysteine. The added MTSSL reagent
was dissolved in dimethyl sulfoxide (200 l). The spin-labeled denatured
protein was refolded by dilution of the denaturant GuHCl. The protein was
added drop-wise to 600 ml of 50 mM sodium phosphate buffer, pH 7.5, at
room temperature. The refolding reaction was completed within 2 h at
room temperature. The singly spin-labeled variants, HCAII206 and
HCAII67, and doubly spin-labeled HCAII67–206 and HCAII59–174 were
purified by affinity chromatography on a gel matrix with sulfonamide
groups that bind efficiently to the active site in HCA II (Khalifah et al.,
1977; Mårtensson et al., 1993). In this procedure only the HCA II mole-
cules that possess activity bind to the column, whereas aggregated and
misfolded proteins wash through the column. The three HCA II variants
that were modified at V121 (HCAII121, HCAII121–206, and HCAII67–121)
were not active after spin labeling and refolding and therefore could not be
purified on the affinity column. After refolding, these variants were con-
centrated to 2–3 ml and applied to a Sephadex G-75 superfine (Amersham
Pharmacia, Piscataway, NJ) size exclusion column (60 ml) previously
equilibrated with 50 mM sodium phosphate buffer, pH 7.5. The spin-
labeled HCA II variants eluted in three baseline-separated peaks that
correspond to aggregated, misfolded, and native protein, respectively. For
proteins prepared by either purification method, the native conformation
was confirmed by the characteristic near-UV circular dichroism spectrum
(Freskgård et al., 1994). To check the effect of purification technique on
sample integrity, portions of a sample of HCAII67–206 were purified by
both size exclusion and affinity chromatography. The EPR and CD spectra
of the two preparations were indistinguishable. Typical yields were 2–3 mg
FIGURE 1 Diagram of HCA II x-ray structure (Håkansson et al., 1992). All of the atoms in the naturally occurring amino acids at the positions selected
for spin labeling are darkened. For the orientation shown here the side chains on I59 and A174 point into the plane whereas side chains on N67, V121,
and C206 point out of the plane.
TABLE 1 Distances determined from EPR spectra
Doubly spin-labeled
variant
Distance between
-carbons (Å)*
Half-field
transition Å Fourier deconvolution Å
Line shape
simulation Å DEER Å
HCAII67121 8.8 7 7–8
HCAII59–174 5.4 8 8.5–9 9–10
HCAII121206 10.9 16–18 14–15† 18 (70%)
17–19‡ 24 (30%)
HCAII67–206 17.9 17–20 20  1.8
*Distance between -carbons of native amino acids at the sites where substitution with cysteine was performed, calculated from the X-ray crystal structure
(Håkansson et al. (1992).
†Including unconstrainted contribution from singly labeled protein.
‡Assuming 100% doubly labeled protein.
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of purified spin-labeled protein. For EPR spectroscopy, solutions were
concentrated to 0.2–0.73 mM protein (based on A280, 280  54,800 M1
cm1 (Nyman and Lindskog, 1964)). Purification and concentration were
performed at 4°C. For low-temperature EPR studies, 100 l of protein
solution was mixed with an equal volume of glycerol placed in a 4-mm-
outer-diameter quartz tube and rapidly frozen in liquid N2. For the doubly
labeled variants the final spin concentration, after addition of glycerol,
typically was 0.2–0.4 mM and the protein concentration was 0.1 to 0.2
mM. Samples of each variant were prepared twice and stored in liquid
nitrogen.
Assays of activity and cysteine concentration
Carbonic anhydrase activity was measured with a CO2 hydration assay
(Rickli et al., 1964; Freskgård et al., 1991). Free cysteine concentrations in
samples denatured with 5 M GuHCl were assayed with 4,4-dithiodipyri-
dine (Grassetti and Murray, 1967). Before spin labeling the assay detected
80–110% of expected cysteine concentrations. After spin labeling, up to
20% unreacted cysteine was detected.
CW-EPR measurements
EPR spectra were recorded on a Varian E9 X-band (9.1–9.2 GHz) spec-
trometer with a TE102 resonator and quartz variable temperature dewar
insert. Samples for room temperature (19–22°C) spectroscopy were con-
tained in 1-mm-internal-diameter capillaries. Four scans (200 G wide) at a
microwave power of 2 mW and a 1-G modulation amplitude were signal
averaged. At 108 K, a GaAsFET preamplifier was used to improve the
signal-to-noise ratio, and spectra were recorded at 200- or 400-G scan
widths with 0.005-mW microwave power and 0.5- or 1.0-G modulation
amplitude at 100 kHz, averaging four or eight scans. Half-field transitions
were recorded by averaging 32 scans of 200 G, centered at 1642 G, at a
microwave power of 200 mW and a modulation amplitude of 6.3 G. In the
region of the half-field transition, a background spectrum (buffer mixed
with an equal volume of glycerol and frozen) was recorded under the same
conditions as the sample and subtracted digitally.
Double electron-electron resonance (DEER)
The four-pulse DEER experiments were performed at 77 K on a locally
constructed spectrometer (Quine et al., 1987; Rinard et al., 1999) using the
procedure of Pannier et al. (2000). The resonator is a TE102 resonator with
an enlarged iris coupling hole to permit extensive over-coupling. The
second microwave frequency was generated with a Wavetek Microsweep
model 965 source. The frequency difference between the two sources was
set to 60 MHz, and the two frequencies were adjusted to be symmetrically
positioned with respect to the resonant frequency of the over-coupled
rectangular resonator ( 9.145 GHz, Q 100). The lengths of the pulses
at 1 were 15 and 30 ns. The  pulse at 2 was 30 ns long, which
corresponds to a B1 of6 gauss. The magnetic field was adjusted such that
the observed signal (1) was on the low-field edge of the nitroxyl signal and
the perturbing pulse at 2 was in the center of the nitroxyl signal, thereby
maximizing the impact of the perturbing pulse. The constant timing, , of
the pulses that generated the observed echo was selected to minimize
proton modulation. In principle, the optimum  would be an integer
multiple of the reciprocal of the proton Larmor frequency. It was found that
small adjustments in  values were required to minimize proton modula-
tion, presumably due to the use of finite pulse lengths and inherent system
timing delays. The value of  was 643 ns for doubly labeled HCAII67–206
and 947 ns for doubly labeled HCAII121–206. The timing, T, of the per-
turbing pulse was varied from  to  ns in steps of 6 ns. A total of 250
scans were recorded with a pulse repetition time of 200 s. A background
signal recorded with no power in the perturbing pulse was subtracted.
Data analysis
Spin labeling efficiency
Spin-labeling efficiency (SLE) is defined as the ratio of the nitroxyl spin
concentration to the concentration of cysteines. Doubly integrated EPR
signal intensities were calculated and compared with double integrals of
spectra of a nitroxyl standard (tempone, Aldrich, Milwaukee, WI) at both
room temperature and at 108 K to determine spin concentrations. The
cysteine concentration was calculated from A280 and the number of cys-
teines per mole of each variant. If it is assumed that the labeling efficiency
is the same for both sites in a doubly labeled protein; then the probability
that both sites are labeled is (SLE)2 and the probability that either site is
labeled is 2(SLE)(1  SLE). Because there are two labels per mole of
protein in a doubly labeled protein and because there is no EPR signal from
unlabeled protein, the fraction of the EPR signal for a double-cysteine
variant that is due to doubly spin-labeled protein is 2(SLE)2/[2(SLE)2 
2(SLE)(1  SLE)]  SLE, and the fraction of intensity due to singly
labeled protein is 1  SLE. Thus, in the spectrum of a double-cysteine
variant, if the fraction of the total intensity due to sharp components of the
spectrum equals 1 SLE, then this signal can be assigned to singly labeled
protein. A larger contribution from the sharp component indicates the
presence of a conformation with an inter-spin distance that is so long that
it is indistinguishable from non-interacting label by CW spectroscopy.
The peak height ratio
The peak height ratio, d1/d, was determined from the low temperature (108
K) spectra as shown in Fig. 2 (Kokorin et al., 1972; Sun et al., 1999).
Intensity of half-field transition
The relative intensity of the half-field transition (Fig. 2 A) compared with
that of the allowed transitions was calculated by taking the ratio of the
double-integrated signal intensities, corrected for differences in number of
scans, modulation amplitude, and microwave power. The distance was
calculated as previously reported (Eaton et al., 1983a).
Fourier deconvolution of line-shape broadening
This technique, described by Rabenstein and Shin (1995), compares
spectra of a doubly labeled variant and corresponding singly labeled
variants. Spectra of the three singly labeled HCA II variants were
similar to each other, but not identical. For analysis of each of the
doubly labeled variants, spectra of two singly labeled variants were
combined, with correction for differences in spin concentration and
observing frequency, and then baseline corrected. The Fourier trans-
form of the spectrum of the doubly labeled sample was divided by the
Fourier transform of the combined spectrum of the singly labeled
variants to produce the Fourier transform of the broadening function
(Figs. 3, C and D; 4 D; and 5 B). Only the real component of the Fourier
transform is displayed because the early portion of the imaginary
component was approximately zero, provided the input spectra were
properly corrected for differences in frequencies at which spectra were
recorded. A Gaussian curve was fit to the broadening function, and that
fit function was reverse-Fourier transformed to provide the function
from which the inter-spin distance was calculated (Rabenstein and Shin,
1995). A Gaussian is a convenient approximation for the Fourier
transform of the dipolar coupling pattern (Ottemann et al., 1998). For
each sample, deconvolutions were done for data obtained with 0.5- and
1.0-G modulation amplitudes and for combinations of singly and dou-
bly labeled samples from different preparations. As noted by Raben-
stein and Shin (1995), the information concerning the broadening is at
the beginning of the Fourier-transformed array, and noise dominates the
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remainder of the array. Singly spin-labeled analogs of HCAII59–174
were not prepared. Deconvolutions of the spectra of doubly labeled
HCAII59–174 were performed with combinations of spectra for the three
singly labeled variants that were prepared. The dipolar-broadened com-
ponent of the spectrum of doubly labeled HCAII59–174 is so broad that
the deconvoluted broadening functions were essentially independent of
the choice of singly labeled analog.
The cutoff frequency for determination of the Gaussian fit function was
varied, and the distances reported in Table 1 are the ranges observed for
several cutoff frequencies applied to several experimental data sets. For
initial data sets of 2048 points, typical cutoff frequencies were at points
20–50 in Fourier space (Figs. 3, C and D; 4 D; and 5 B). A given cutoff
frequency was deemed to be acceptable if two criteria were met: 1) the
resulting Gaussian fit was in good agreement with the initial portion of the
data, often including a good fit extending beyond one or more noise spikes
that occurred at higher frequency than the cutoff, and 2) the ratio of the
limiting (baseline) value to the initial value (data point 0) was greater than
or equal to (1  SLE), within experimental uncertainty.
Simulation of the line-shapes
Simulations were performed with programs developed by Hustedt and
co-workers (Hustedt et al., 1993, 1997) that employ automated search
routines to determine best-fit parameters. The g and A values obtained for
the singly labeled samples with the program Rigid were gxx  2.0086–
2.0084, gyy 2.0052–2.0057, gzz 2.0020–2.0022, Axx 4.84–6.47, Ayy
 4.45–5.40, and Azz  37.32–38.16 G, which are in good agreement with
literature values (Hustedt et al., 1997). The algorithm in Rigid simulates
line-widths as a combination of Gaussian and Lorentizan contributions. To
obtain a measure of line-widths that could be more directly compared for
different samples, spectra also were simulated with the locally written
program, Monmer, which is based on the algorithms described in Toy et al.
(1971). The resulting peak-to-peak widths for a Gaussian first-derivative
line-shape were 7.0 G for HCAII206, 7.5 G for HCAII67, and 10.1 G for
HCAII121.
In simulations of the spectra of immobilized dipolar-coupled nitroxides
using the Hustedt et al. (1997) programs, the average of the parameters for
the two singly labeled variants were used as fixed inputs. Input parameters
that could be varied in the simulations include line-widths, inter-spin
distance, and angles that define the relative orientation of the g- and
A-matrices for the two nitroxides and the orientation of the inter-spin
vector (Hustedt et al., 1997). Calculations with the simulated annealing
program Safit were performed four to six times for each spectrum of a
doubly labeled sample. From the sets of parameters generated by the
simulated annealing, ones with lower values of 2 (sums of deviations)
were input into a Marquardt-Levenberg routine (Dipolar) that calculates a
spectrum for comparison with the experimental spectrum (Hustedt et al.,
1997). The program option diprig was selected for most of the simulations,
because it includes a variable contribution from singly labeled sample, in
addition to the dipolar-coupled signal. The changes in parameters during
the Marquardt-Levenberg optimization were much smaller than changes
produced by the simulated annealing. For both steps of the simulations,
calculations were performed in which the Gaussian broadening and line-
width of the spin-coupled signal were either fixed at the values observed
for singly labeled variants or allowed to vary. Simulations in which the
best-fit Gaussian broadening or line-width was smaller than for the corre-
sponding singly labeled variants were rejected. Increases in broadening or
line-width compared with the singly labeled variants may be due to
distributions of orientations. These programs were applied to original data,
rather than to files from which the contribution of singly labeled contri-
bution had been subtracted, to avoid potential bias introduced by imperfect
subtractions.
Simulations also were performed with the locally written programMeno
(Eaton et al., 1983b), which does not include automated search routines but
permits input of different g, A, and line-width parameters for the two
spin-labeled sites. To test the parameters for the spin-spin interaction that
were obtained by the automated search routines, spectra were calculated
using Meno and compared with experimental spectra from which the
contributions from singly labeled protein had been subtracted (Figs. 2 C, 3
B, and 4 B).
Analysis of DEER data
The four-pulse DEER data (Fig. 6) were simulated (Milov et al., 1998)
assuming that all possible orientations of the inter-spin vector relative to
the external magnetic field were randomly sampled. A Gaussian distribu-
tion of inter-spin distances (Pannier et al., 2000) was assumed, and the
width of the distribution was adjusted to match the damping of the
modulation. The fraction of spins perturbed by the pulse at the second
frequency was adjusted to match the initial depth of the modulation. To
check the performance of our hardware and data analysis, four-pulse DEER
experiments were performed for the anthraquinone diradical studied pre-
viously by Larsen and Singel (1993) and for the biradical denoted as 3 by
Pannier et al. (2000). For both of these samples the distances and distri-
bution widths obtained from our data are in good agreement with results
reported by Pannier et al. (2000).
FIGURE 2 X-band (9.21 GHz) EPR spectra at 108 K in glassy 1:1
buffer:glycerol. (A) The half-field transition for HCAII67–121 with a spin
concentration of 0.29 mM; (B) Allowed, g2 transitions (——) for doubly
spin-labeled HCAII67–121 with a spin concentration of 0.29 mM shown at
	5 the y-axis amplification used for the sum of the spectra for the
corresponding singly labeled HCAII67 and HCAII121 (light line); (C)
Spectrum of HCAII67–121 (——) after subtraction of contribution from
singly labeled protein and simulation obtained for r  8 Å (———). The
y-axis amplification in C is 	3 that for the doubly labeled sample in B.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Spin labeling of HCA II variants
The positions selected for spin labeling are buried in the
hydrophobic cluster of HCA II (Fig. 1); therefore, variants
were spin labeled in the denatured state and then allowed to
refold. For both the singly and doubly labeled variants,
circular dichroism spectra exhibited features characteristic
of native HCA II. Because the near-UV circular dichroism
spectrum of HCA II is very complex, this spectrum is a
sensitive fingerprint of the native conformation (Freskgård
et al., 1994). The CD spectra strongly suggest that all of the
variants had a native-like structure, even though variants
spin-labeled at V121C were not catalytically active. Al-
though changing Val-121 to Cys-121 did not interfere with
activity, attachment of the MTSSL to Cys at this location
made these variants inactive. Val-121 in the native protein
is part of the hydrophobic cluster facing the active site cleft
(Nair et al., 1991). This hydrophobic cluster has been shown
to be important for the activity of the enzyme (Fierke et al.,
1991; Alexander et al., 1991). The MTSSL attached at
position 121 may protrude into the active site cleft and
hinder access of the CO2 molecule, or it may disturb the
coordination to the Zn2 ion in the active site (Hunt et al.,
1999). The broader EPR line-shape for spin-label in
HCAII121 than in HCAII67 or HCAII206 indicates that the
label at this location samples a wider range of solvent
polarity than at the other two sites, which suggests a wider
range of conformations at this site.
Assays for free cysteine and measurement of spin label
concentrations by EPR, combined with protein assays based
on A280, indicated that spin labeling efficiencies were 60–
90%, with some variation between individual preparations.
If the labeling were randomly distributed between the two
cysteines, these labeling efficiencies would result in mix-
tures in which 60–90% of the EPR signal intensity is due to
doubly labeled protein. These samples therefore provide a
test of the ability of various methods to determine inter-spin
distances in the doubly labeled protein in the presence of the
sharper lines due to singly labeled protein.
FIGURE 3 X-band (9.21 GHz) EPR spectra at 108 K in glassy 1:1 buffer:glycerol. (A) Doubly spin-labeled HCAII59–174 with a spin concentration of
0.31 mM (——) shown at	4 the y-axis amplification as used for the sum of the spectra for singly labeled HCAII121 and HCAII206 (light line); (B) Spectrum
of HCAII59–174 (——) after subtraction of contribution from singly labeled protein and simulation obtained for r 9 Å (———). The y-axis amplification
in B is 	4 that for the doubly labeled sample in A. (C and D) Real part of the Fourier transform of the broadening functions for doubly spin-labeled
HCAII59–174 (C) and for doubly spin-labeled HCAII59–174 (D) after subtraction of the contribution from singly spin-labeled protein. The values of r
calculated from the broadening functions were 8.6 and 8.8 Å for the curves in C and D, respectively. The cutoff point for calculating the Gaussian fit was
data point 50 for both curves, which is well into the noisy portion that is not displayed in this figure.
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EPR Spectra
Room-temperature EPR spectra of the four doubly spin-
labeled carbonic anhydrase variants in buffer solution (Fig.
7) demonstrate that the spin labels are substantially immo-
bilized. Differences in extents of label immobilization at
different positions on the protein make it difficult to com-
pare the impact of electron spin-spin interaction on the
fluid-solution spectra. However, the broadening in the
wings of the spectra decreases from top to bottom of Fig. 7,
which is the order of increasing inter-spin distance obtained
from measurements in immobilized samples (Table 1). EPR
spectra of the doubly labeled variants in glassy 1:1 buffer:
glycerol solutions at 108 K (Figs. 2–5) exhibited differences
that were more readily interpreted than the fluid-solution
spectra. The broader signals for HCAII67–121 (Fig. 2) and
HCAII59–174 (Fig. 3) than for HCAII121–206 (Fig. 4) and
HCAII67–206 (Fig. 5) indicate shorter inter-spin distances for
the former variants than for the latter. The distances that
were obtained for the four doubly spin-labeled variants are
summarized in Table 1 and are discussed in the following
paragraphs.
From the peak height ratio, d1/d (Fig. 2), the extent of
broadening of the spectrum can be estimated (Kokorin et al.,
1972; Sun et al., 1999). For singly labeled protein or doubly
labeled protein with an inter-spin distance greater than 20
Å, a value of 
0.4 is expected (Korkorin et al., 1972). For
the singly labeled variants of HCA II the values of d1/d were
as follows: HCAII206, 0.36; HCAII67, 0.37; and HCAII121,
0.45. The large value of d1/d for HCAII121 is due to the
large line-widths, mentioned above. For the doubly spin-
labeled variants the values of d1/d were as follows:
HCAII59–174, 0.59; HCAII67–121, 0.55; HCAII121–206, 0.46;
and HCAII67–206, 0.39. Comparison of the trend in these
ratios with the trends in the distances obtained by other
methods (Table 1) indicates only qualitative agreement. The
d1/d method is particularly sensitive to interference from
contributions due to singly labeled proteins because the
sharper lines from non-interacting label tend to dominate
the peak height ratios. For example, for HCAII67–121 (Fig. 2
B), subtraction of the contribution from singly labeled pro-
teins reveals a severely broadened spectrum (Fig. 2 C) for
which it would be difficult to calculate a value of d1/d.
FIGURE 4 X-band (9.21 GHz) EPR data at 108 K in glassy 1:1 buffer:glycerol. (A) Doubly labeled HCAII121–206 with a spin concentration of 0.26
mM (——) shown at 	1.6 the y-axis amplification used for the sum of spectra of singly labeled HCAII121 and HCAII206 (light line); (B) Spectrum
of HCAII121–206 after subtraction of contribution from singly labeled-protein (——) plus simulation (— — —) obtained with r  16.5 Å and the
same g values and line-widths as observed for the corresponding singly labeled variants; (C) First integrals of spectra shown in part A, with y-axis
scale adjusted to match peak heights; (D) Real part of the Fourier transform of the broadening function for HCAII121–206 (——) calculated after
subtraction of the contribution from singly labeled protein. The Gaussian fit function in D (— — —) was calculated with a cutoff at point 20 and
corresponds to r  16.1 Å.
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Thus, the value of d1/d determined from the spectrum in
Fig. 2 B is not a reliable indicator of the inter-spin distance
for HCAII67–121.
Distance between labels at positions 67 and 121
The substantially higher amplification required to obtain a
spectrum of HCAII67–121 with amplitude comparable to that
for the sum of the singly labeled variants (Fig. 2 B) indicates
a relatively short inter-spin distance. The two spin labels
attached to HCAII67–121 are close enough to allow determi-
nation of the distance (7 Å) from the ratio of the intensities
of the forbidden half-field transition and the allowed g  2
transitions (Fig. 2) (Eaton et al., 1983a). When the Fourier
deconvolution method (Rabenstein and Shin, 1995) was
applied to the data for HCAII67–121, the broadening function
in Fourier space decayed rapidly, as expected for a short
inter-spin distance. However, the calculated distance was
strongly dependent on the cutoff frequency. The distance for
this sample may be too short for the deconvolution method
to work well.
Simulated annealing calculations resulted in distances
between 7 and 8 Å and a wide range of relative orientations
of the inter-spin vector and nitroxyl hyperfine axes. There
was no obvious pattern in these orientations. It appears that
the dipolar broadening in the spectra of doubly spin-labeled
HCAII67–121 is not sufficiently well resolved to define these
angles. Subtraction of the composite spectrum of HCAII67
and HCAII121 from the spectrum of HCAII67–121 (Fig. 2 B)
gave the spectrum shown in Fig. 2 C. Sharp features in the
difference spectrum are attributed to imperfections in the
subtractions. The integrated area of the spectrum after sub-
traction (Fig. 2 C) is 62% of the intensity of the original
spectrum (Fig. 2 B). If all of the sharp signal is attributed to
singly labeled protein, this value would indicate a spin-
labeling efficiency of 0.62, which is in reasonable agree-
ment with the value of 0.56 obtained by comparison of total
spin concentration to total cysteine. The simulated spectrum
shown in Fig. 2 C was calculated with r  8 Å and
line-widths of 20 G. The broad line-width is a surrogate for
a distribution in r and in relative orientations of the tensors.
The feature of the spectrum that is most characteristic of the
inter-spin distance is the overall spectral extent.
Distance between labels at positions 59 and 174
The spectrum of doubly labeled HCAII59–174 in glassy
solution exhibits a broad underlying component, character-
istic of a short inter-spin distance (Fig. 3 A). Subtraction of
FIGURE 5 X-band (9.10 GHz) EPR data at 108 K in glassy 1:1 buffer:
glycerol. (A) First integral of spectra for doubly labeled HCAII67–206 with
a spin concentration of 0.26 mM (——) superimposed on the sum of
spectra of singly labeled HCAII67 and HCAII206 (light line), with y-axis
amplification adjusted to match peak heights; (B) Real part of the Fourier
transform of the broadening function for HCAII67–206 (——). The Gauss-
ian fit in B (— — —) was calculated with a cutoff at point 30 and
corresponds to a distance of 19.6 Å.
FIGURE 6 X-band (9.15 GHz) four-pulse DEER data obtained at 77 K
for doubly spin-labeled HCAII121–206 with a spin concentration of 0.88
mM and doubly spin-labeled HCAII67–206 with a spin concentration of 0.40
mM in 1:1 buffer glycerol. The data for T    0 (——) and T   

0 (light line) are superimposed on a simulated curve (— — —) that was
calculated as described in the text.
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a composite spectrum of singly labeled protein from the
spectrum of HCAII59–174 gave the spectrum shown in Fig.
3 B, which has an integrated intensity that is 0.60 times that
of the original spectrum. Shin and co-workers (Ottemann et
al., 1998) noted that in the Fourier deconvolutions, the
limiting (baseline) value of the broadening function in Fou-
rier space reflects the amount of singly labeled protein in the
sample. If there were no singly labeled component, the
baseline value would be 0. Fourier deconvolution of the
spectrum of HCAII59–174 (Fig. 3 A) gave the broadening
function shown in Fig. 3 C. The baseline value in Fig. 3 C
is 0.42 times the initial value, so the fraction of signal due
to doubly labeled protein is 0.58, which agrees with the
results obtained by subtraction and is consistent with the
spin-labeling efficiency calculated from total spin and pro-
tein concentrations. Fourier deconvolution of the spectra
after subtraction of the sharp component (Fig. 3 D) pro-
duced a broadening function with baseline approximately
zero, as expected. Before, or after, subtraction of the con-
tribution from singly labeled protein the deconvolution
method gave inter-spin distances of 8.5–9 Å (Fig. 3, C and
D; Table 1). The relative intensity of the half-field transition
gave a distance of 8 Å. Simulation of the line-shape gave an
inter-spin distance of 9–10 Å but did not define a unique set
of relative orientations. The simulation shown in Fig. 3 B
was obtained with r  9 Å and Gaussian line-widths of 20
G.
Distance between spin labels at positions 121 and 206
Compared with the spectra for the two HCA II variants
shown in Figs. 2 and 3, the glassy spectrum for doubly
labeled HCAII121–206 shows much less broadening (Fig. 4
A). The small broadening, compared with the sum of spectra
for the singly labeled analogs, can be seen more clearly in
the first integral (absorption) spectra (Fig. 4 C). The inter-
spin distance in this sample is too long to permit observation
of the half-field transition. Fourier deconvolution gave dis-
tances in the range of 16–18 Å. The limiting value of the
broadening function in Fourier space (Fig. 4 D) is 0.15
times the initial value. This corresponds to a spin-labeling
efficiency of 0.85, which is in reasonable agreement with
the spin-labeling efficiency of 0.88 calculated from total
spin concentration and protein concentration. The distances
obtained from the line-shape simulations by simulated an-
nealing (Husted method) were very sensitive to model. If it
was assumed that there was no singly labeled or long-
distance conformation, the inter-spin distance that gave
simulated spectra in good agreement with experimental data
was 17–19 Å. However, if a singly labeled or longer-
distance component was included and the amount of this
component was allowed to vary, the distance for the doubly
labeled sample was 14–15 Å, and 45% of the spins were
in the singly labeled signal. It appears that the dipolar
broadening of the lines in this variant is too small for the
simulations to give reliable results if the concentration of
the singly labeled component is allowed to vary. The spec-
trum shown in Fig. 4 B was obtained by subtraction of 12%
of the composite spectrum of the singly labeled variants.
The simulation shown in Fig. 4 B was obtained with r 
16.5 Å and different line-widths for the two labeling sites,
as observed for the corresponding singly labeled proteins.
The best-fit distance for this spectrum is quite sensitive to
the line-widths assumed for the labels at the two sites.
The DEER data for this sample (Fig. 6) did not show a
distinctive modulation pattern, which indicates that there is
a relatively wide distribution of inter-spin distances. The
simulation shown in Fig. 6 was based on 70% of spins with
a distance of 18 Å and 30% with a distance of 24 Å and a
1.5-Å Gaussian distribution width about each of the dis-
tances (Table 1). The combined results indicate that there
are two distinct sets of conformations of the labels in this
sample. The conformations with a distance of18 Å can be
identified both by Fourier deconvolution and by DEER. The
FIGURE 7 Room temperature X-band EPR spectra of doubly spin-
labeled HCA II variants in buffer solution. (A) HCAII67–121 with a spin
concentration of 0.58 mM; (B) HCAII59–174 with a spin concentration of
0.63 mM; (C) HCAII121–206 with a spin concentration of 0.46 mM; (D)
HCAII67–206 with a spin concentration of 0.80 mM.
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conformations with the longer distance are defined more
clearly by the DEER experiments than in the Fourier de-
convolution or line-shape simulations.
Distance between spin labels at positions 67 and 206
CW spectra of doubly labeled HCAII67–206 (Fig. 5 A)
showed little broadening compared with the sum of spectra
of the corresponding singly labeled variants. The distance
obtained by Fourier deconvolution was dependent on the
cutoff value but typically fell between 17 and 20 Å. The
limiting value of the broadening function in Fourier space
also was dependent on the cutoff value. The limiting value
in Fig. 5 B is 0.31 times the initial value, indicating that only
69% of the intensity is due to interacting spins. This is
significantly lower than the 0.84 spin-labeling efficiency
calculated from total spin and protein concentration and
suggests that some conformations with relatively long inter-
spin distances may be indistinguishable from singly labeled
protein in the Fourier analysis. Simulated spectra that
agreed well with the experimental data could be obtained
for distances between 15 and 24 Å. In this variant, the
broadening in the spectrum is so small that it is difficult to
distinguish between doubly and singly labeled contributions
to the spectrum, although distances obtained by deconvolu-
tion were less variable than distances obtained by simula-
tion. The DEER data for this variant (Fig. 6) showed a
characteristic modulation pattern that could be simulated
with an inter-spin distance of 20  1.8 Å where the stated
uncertainty is one standard deviation width of the Gaussian
distribution.
Comparison of inter-spin distances with
distances between -carbons
The finite size of the MTSSL spin probe causes the elec-
tron-electron inter-spin distances to be significantly differ-
ent from the distances between the -carbons of the protein
side chain (Table 1). The spin-labeled cysteines that replace
Asn-67 and Val-121 in HCAII67–121 are located in -strands
3 and 5, respectively, in a region where the two strands are
approximately parallel and both residues point out of the
plane that is displayed in Fig. 1. Because the side chains are
approximately parallel, it is not surprising that the nitroxyl
spin-spin distance in HCAII67–121 (7–8 Å) is similar to the
distance between the -carbons in the native amino acids
(8.8 Å) that was calculated from the crystal structure (Hå-
kansson et al., 1992). The spin-labeled cysteines that replace
Ala-174 and Ile-59 are situated in -strands 1 and 2, re-
spectively (Fig. 1). Again the labels are in regions where
two strands are approximately parallel with the side-chains
of Ala-174 and Ile-59 pointing toward the interior of the
protein (Fig. 1). Thus, the two labels are probably pointing
in a similar direction. In this pair the distance between the
native -carbons is 5.4 Å (Table 1), which is so short that it
is not surprising that the two paramagnetic centers are
forced to be somewhat further apart (8–10 Å) than the
-carbons. Cys-206 is located toward the end of -strand 7
in a turn region (Fig. 1), so it is more difficult to describe its
orientation relative to Val-121 and Asn-67. The native side
chains of Cys-206 and Asn-67 are pointing in similar direc-
tions, so the similarity between -carbon distances (17.9 Å)
and spin-spin distances (17–20 Å) seems plausible. The
HCAII67–206 variant has previously been used for proximity
measurements by pyrene labeling (Hammarstro¨m et al.,
1997). In that study it was found that labels attached to the
side chains of these positions were oriented to allow in-
tramolecular excimer formation. Thus, the positions of these
side chains of the wild-type residues in the crystal structure
should be valid for estimation of the orientation of the
attached spin labels at these sites. Of the singly labeled
variants examined, the broadest EPR lines were observed
for HCAII121, which suggests a wider distribution of envi-
ronments for the label at this location. The DEER data
indicate a broad distribution of distances for HCAII121–206,
which may be due to a range of conformation of the label at
the 121 site. Evidence was not obtained for a wide distri-
bution of distances for HCAII67–121, which may indicate
that the two labeling sites are sufficiently close together that
the presence of a label at position 67 restricts the possible
conformations at position 121.
In an effort to make these comparisons more rigorously,
attempts were made to model the conformation of MTSSL
bound to HCA II using the MSI software, Insight II, (Mo-
lecular Simulations, San Diego, CA) starting from the x-ray
crystal structure (Håkansson et al., 1992). The calculated
structures, even after extensive thermal annealing, were
strongly dependent upon the initial conformation of the
cysteine and attached label and commonly included highly
unlikely bond lengths in the vicinity of the label. It appears
that the mutations are in sufficiently buried sites of the
protein that equilibrium conformations were not achieved in
the calculations.
Comparison of methods for distance
determination
For each of the variants the inter-spin distance could be
obtained by two or three methods, and the results are in
reasonable agreement (Table 1). Because spin labeling was
not complete, spectra included sharp lines from singly la-
beled protein. The impact of this spectral component on
distance measurements varied with method and inter-spin
distance. For HCAII67–121 and HCA59–174 in which the
inter-spin distance is less than 10 Å, the sharp component
was readily distinguished from the broadened spectrum of
doubly labeled protein. For HCAII121–206 and HCAII67–206
it was more difficult to distinguish singly labeled protein
from conformations with long inter-spin distances. The con-
clusions discussed below relate to the case of X-band spec-
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tra of natural nuclear abundance spin labels in glassy solu-
tions. Some of the limitations observed here might be
relaxed by using deuterated labels or by obtaining spectra at
additional microwave frequencies (Hustedt et al., 1997).
Measurements of the relative intensity of the half-field
transition requires that motion is slow relative to the anisot-
ropy of the half-field transition. The DEER experiment
requires a relatively long phase memory time and requires
that motion is slow relative to the anisotropy of the small
dipolar interactions for long inter-spin distances. These ex-
periments are performed on glassy samples at cryogenic
temperatures. To ensure that the state of the sample was the
same for all measurements, each sample was quickly frozen
in liquid nitrogen and kept frozen during and between
measurements. Unlike the half-field and DEER measure-
ments the deconvolution and line-shape simulations can be
performed on samples in which motion has been extensively
restricted, although not as fully as at lower temperatures,
such as by adding high concentrations of glycerol or sucrose
and cooling to 30°C. When motion is sufficiently slow,
the CW lines for nitroxyl radicals are narrower at 30°C
than at temperatures below about 130°C because the rate
of rotation of the ring methyl groups at the higher temper-
atures is fast relative to the inequivalent electron-proton
hyperfine interactions (Nakagawa et al., 1992; Barbon et al.,
1999). At lower temperatures each proton has a different
coupling constant and the resulting inhomogeneous broad-
ening of the line is greater than at higher temperatures. The
narrower lines at 30°C than at the 165°C used in the
present experiments may permit somewhat longer distances
to be determined by line-shape simulation or deconvolution
that was possible at the lower temperatures.
Half-field transitions were detected for HCAII67–121 and
HCAII59–174, which have inter-spin distances in the range
of 7–8 Å. The integrated intensity of the allowed transitions
included spin label on both singly and doubly labeled pro-
teins. An error of up to 20% in the ratio of the integrated
intensities caused by inclusion of the contribution from
singly labeled protein corresponds to an error of 0.2 Å at
a distance of 7–8 Å. Thus, the distance calculated by this
method is relatively insensitive to modest concentrations of
singly labeled protein. At the spin concentrations present in
the HCA II samples (0.2 to 0.3 mM), the intensity of the
half-field transition is low at 7–8 Å and would be difficult
to detect at significantly longer distances because the inten-
sity of the half-field transition decreases proportional to r6
(Eaton et al., 1983a). Thus, the utility of this method is
greatest at relatively short inter-spin distances, which is the
distance range in which it is most important to be able to
separate the dipolar interaction and exchange contributions.
When there is a distribution of conformations, the depen-
dence of the intensity of the half-field transition on r6
weights the average value strongly toward shorter values.
Thus it is not surprising that the values of r for HCAII67–121
and HCAII59–174 obtained from the half-field transition are
on the short end of the ranges obtained by Fourier decon-
volution or line-shape simulation (Table 1).
Fourier deconvolution (Rabenstein and Shin, 1995) gave
plausible inter-spin distances in the range of 8–18 Å. The
resulting values are dependent on the cutoff frequency in
Fourier space, and the sensitivity to cutoff frequency be-
comes greater at longer inter-spin distances. When the di-
polar broadening is large, the calculated distance is not
strongly dependent upon which singly labeled variant, or
combination of variants, is used for the deconvolution.
However, as the broadening becomes smaller, it is increas-
ingly important to have accurate information on the line-
shape in the absence of spin-spin interaction. In the shorter
distance end of this range, deconvolution appears to distin-
guish cleanly between the most strongly broadened compo-
nent of the spectrum and other contributions with minimal
broadening due to singly labeled protein. As the inter-spin
distance becomes longer it becomes more difficult to dis-
tinguish between contributions from singly labeled protein
and conformations with longer inter-spin distance. Con-
straints on the two contributions can be obtained by com-
parison of the limiting value in the Fourier broadening
function with the contribution expected based on indepen-
dent measures of spin-labeling efficiency. The Fourier de-
convolution method assumes that there is a random distri-
bution of relative orientations of the nitroxyl hyperfine axes
relative to the inter-spin vector. In the crystal structures of
several spin-labeled variants of T4 lysozyme, the electron
density for the nitroxyl ring was poorly defined, consistent
with a distribution of conformations (Langen et al., 2000).
For the samples with distances of 7–9 Å, line-shape
simulation with simulated annealing (Hustedt et al., 1997)
gave families of solutions with a relatively narrow range of
values of inter-spin distance and a wide range of angular
parameters. The broad contribution from doubly labeled
protein could be distinguished from singly labeled protein,
and the resulting fit parameters for the interacting compo-
nent were in reasonable agreement with the signal that was
obtained after subtraction of the sharp component (Figs. 2 C
and 3 B). However, at the longer distances of 16–20 Å for
HCAII121–206 or HCAII67–206, the dipolar broadening was
too small to generate clearly distinguishable features, and
apparently acceptable simulated spectra could be obtained
with a wide range of inter-spin distances. These observa-
tions suggest that for samples with natural isotope-abun-
dance spin labels and containing some singly labeled pro-
tein, the present line-shape simulations of spectra in glassy
solutions at low temperature are not reliable at X-band for
distances longer than15 Å. The simulation programs used
in this study assume that there is a unique set of angular
parameters (five Euler angles) that define the relative ori-
entations of the nitroxyl hyperfine axes and the inter-spin
vector (Hustedt et al., 1997). This assumption is the oppo-
site of the random distribution of relative orientation as-
sumed for the Fourier deconvolution procedure (Rabenstein
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and Shin, 1995). The agreement in the inter-spin distances
obtained by the two approaches suggests that when the
dipolar splittings are not well resolved, as in the spectra for
the HCA II samples, these assumptions are not key to
obtaining useful distance information.
As currently implemented on our spectrometer the four-
pulse DEER method (Pannier et al., 2000) is limited to
distances longer than 18 Å. For measurement of the
HCAII121–206 and HCAII67–206 distances the DEER exper-
iments were more informative than either deconvolution or
line-shape simulation. The DEER method has the advantage
that the characteristic oscillations arise only from doubly
labeled protein, and the presence in the sample of singly
labeled protein does not complicate the data analysis. In
addition, the rate at which the oscillation damps provides a
more direct indication of the widths of distance distributions
than is currently available from CW line-shapes by either
simulation or deconvolution.
CONCLUSIONS
The inter-spin distances obtained by several EPR methods
are in reasonable agreement. The useful distance ranges for
the techniques examined at X-band in glassy solvent with
natural isotope-abundance labels for samples that contain
some singly labeled protein are approximately as follows:
half-field transition (5–10 Å), line-shape simulation (up to
15 Å), Fourier deconvolution (8–20 Å), and four-pulse
DEER (18 Å). By using multiple techniques a more
complete picture is obtained than can be found by a single
technique.
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